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__________________________ 

The Chalk Man by C.J. Tudor 

 
In 1986, Eddie and his friends are just kids on the verge of adolescence.  They 

spend their days biking around their sleepy English village and looking for any 
taste of excitement they can get.  The chalk men are their secret code: little chalk 
stick figures they leave for one another as messages only they can understand.  But 
then a mysterious chalk man leads them right to a dismembered body, and nothing 
is ever the same. 

In 2016, Eddie is fully grown, and thinks he’s put the past behind him.  But 
then he gets a letter in the mail, containing a single chalk stick figure.  When it 
turns out that his friends got the same message, they think it could be a prank… 
until one of them turns up dead. 

That’s when Eddie realizes that saving himself means finally figuring out 
what really happened all those years ago.  

 

ISBN 9781524760991 

 

 

Discussion Questions: 

 
1. Talk about the characters, both good and bad.  Describe their personalities 

and motivations.  Are they fully developed and emotionally complex?  Or are 
they flat, one-dimensional heroes and villains? 
 

2. What do you know… and when do you know it?  At what point in the book 
do you begin to piece together what happened? 
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3. Good crime writers embed hidden clues in plain sight, slipping them in 
casually, almost in passing.  Did you pick them out, or were you clueless?  
Once you’ve finished the book, go back to locate the clues hidden in plain 
sight.  How skillful was the author in burying them? 
 

4. Good crime writers also tease us with red herrings – false clues – to 
purposely lead readers astray?  Does the author try to throw you off track?  
If so, were you tripped up? 
 

5. Talk about the twists and turns- those surprising plot developments that 
throw everything you think you’ve figured out into disarray. 

a.  Do they enhance the story, add complexity, and build suspense? 
b. Are they plausible or implausible? 
c. Do they feel forced and gratuitous-inserted merely to extend the 

story? 
 

6. Does the author ratchet up the suspense?  Did you find yourself anxious—
quickly turning pages to learn what happened?  At what point does the 
suspense start to build?  Where does it climax…then perhaps start rising 
again? 
 

7. A good ending is essential in any mystery or crime thriller: it should ease up 
on tension, answer questions, and tidy up loose ends.  Does the ending 
accomplish those goals? 

a. Is the conclusion probable or believable? 
b. Is it organic, growing out of clues previously laid out by the author 

(see question 3)? 
c. Or does the ending come out of the blue, feeling forced or tacked-on? 
d. Perhaps it’s too predictable. 
e. Can you envision a different or better ending? 

 
8. Are there certain passages in the book—ideas, descriptions, or dialogue—

that you found interesting or revealing…or that somehow struck you?  What 
lines, if any, made you stop and think? 
 

9. Overall, does the book satisfy?  Does it live up to the standards of a good 
crime story or suspense thriller?  Why or why not? 
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Review or Comment about this book: 

Help others with their decision to read this book by simply leaving your comments 
and reviews online at http://www.booksamillion.com/p/9781524760991 

 

Recommendations: 

➢ If you liked The Chalk Man, you might like Bird Box 

 (http://www.booksamillion.com/p/9780062259660)   
 

➢ You might also enjoy Heart-Shaped Box 

(http://www.booksamillion.com/p/9780061944895) 
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